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ABSTRACT .

In the metascientific theory of Jurgen Habermas are
perpectives going beyond the preAent way of viewing knowledge and
inquiry. Applied to curriculum, this theory provides a conceptual
framework for expanding the present technical model. The purpose of
this study is to provide technical anA interpretive data about home
and family life which are critically analyzed to .provide knowledge
useful in the .development of home economics curriculaw. The
development of curriculum research has been hampered by the attempt
to apply a reconstructed logic of physical science researchd .

.

Curriculum problems are practical problems which are moral rather
than technical in nature. Curriculum researchers need to acknowledge
the legiti.iacy of the different meanings which people attach to facts
and situations. The predominant.model for cur alui in vocational

alti

education is occupational analysis. Several sta s have undertaken an
occupational analyis for home economics educ on. The study was an
outgrowth of the researcher's concern for the lack of fit between the
philosophy of home economics and the occupational analysis used in
vocational education. A task-oriented approach is reductionistic. 4
paradigm shift is proposed for. research and curriculum, from a
quantitative empirical perspective to a comprehensive theoretical
framework that incorporates the herm4ieutic and critical. scierices.._
(Author)
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the quantitative - qualitative study which I am sharing grew

out of a vocational home economics curriculum development project

in Ohto. There were many factors affecting this Curricular

decision.

The first major factor is the differing views which people

hold regarding curriculum. some had a behaviorist position,-**7

espousingler's linear four-step process: stating objectives,

selecting and organiz.i0.ng experiences, and evaluating. In this

vie, behavioral objectives or competency statements are defined

in highly precise, technical, and operational terms.

Others, labelled this view of curriculum as narrow, echoing

the curriculum reconceptualist's call for an expanded conception

of curriculum. I've always had difficulty, concisely explaining

this view--it's sometimes labelled humanist,'. an amorphous term

o say, the least. Hubi summari7s the position of the curriculum

reconceptualists:

They protest dehumanization, technological rationality,
the submission of human consciousness and the fragmentation
of social life. They affirm the importance of the emotions
and intuition. .Jefining reality in terms that go beyond
economic materialism to include spirituality, they critidze
schools for cooperating in maintaining values which preserve
social structure at the expense'of the individual,

A second major influence on this curriculum prOject was that

we were working within the framework of vocational education. The

Predominant model for curriculum in vocational e ucationqs occu-

pational analysis, defined as a process that examin s an occupation

and lists the tasks which the occupation requires. It seemed

logical for us to develop a tome economics curriculum by validating

the tasks which ari performed in the home. And this I did in the
i
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,study. I replicated a task list developed in Colorado using the-..

DACUM process. -Using *a stratified sample designed for vocational

education reporting,-the task list was given to 200 A/C members

to our home economics programs. These pers(ans were geograPhically,

distributeAracrosS the state.

So far this does not have a qualitative ring, so in keeping

with the theme of this conference 'I'll attempt to bridge the gap.

There is a disjuhcture between the philosophy of homer economics,

with an aim of improving the quality ofhome and family life, and

the technical model of curriculum. To effect a broader design of

curriculum, it was essential to broaden tIle concept of research.
I

.Much of my study in philosophy and curriculum, converged upon

the writings of Jurgen Habermas. Habermas sees his work as lo-

cated between science and philosophy. He provides a systematic

critique of theories of knowledge and inquiry, particularly the*

dominance of positivism. He analyzes and synthesizes a wide

.ragne of works, including the phenomenological and hermeneutic

traditions of iiiquiry.

Habermas distinguishes among three metascientific perspective.?

on inquiry: the empiriCal-rational, the hermeneutic, and the

critical. Reid in Thinking About Curriculum argued thit curricur-

lun research has been hampered by attempt to apply a reconstructed

logic of physical-science reseLch, e.g. statistical, experiemental,

or empirical rational. tie suggests that a humallist strategy of

inquiry must include study of opinions, wants, and values.

Copa is a it more specific in his critique. He charges that

researchers in vocational education have a knowledge base which is
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restricted to empirical methods of doing research.

4 major convergence of contemporary philosophy seems to have
tk

emerged in opposition to positivistic philosophy. Phenomenology

(Husserl), existentialism (lieidegger), neo-Marxism (Habermas)

and hermeneutic Dhilosophy (Gadamer) have all generated a

critique of objectivism.

11PRoszak insists that objectivism is not_fluniqueltin.touch

with the truth, but is an arbitrary construct in which a given

society has invested meaningfulness and value."

Science, under The technocracy, has become a total.
culture dominating the lives.,_o millions for whom dil-
cuesions of the theory of knowledge are so much fore gn
language. . . Objectivity as a state'of being fills the
very air we breathe in a scientific culture; it grips
us subliminally in all we say, feel, and do.

4

Kuhn criticizes factual scientific investigation as rarely

producing mgjor novelties, conceptual or_phenomenal.

._,`Sometimes, as in a wave-length measurement, everythingbUt the most esoteric detail of the result is known in
advance, and the typical latitude of expectation is only
somewhat Wider.

Can you not identify some hypothesis-testing research in which

this was true? 4

This same trend toward positivism is present in studies of

the family. In my literature review, I found that most studies

tended to cluster around the effects of given characteristics of

Lmilies on dependent variables such as marital satisfaction or

marital stability. Prediction and control of behavior is the '

ultimate aim. An astounding fact to me was that the criteria

for inclusion of research in the "Review and Synthesis of Research
Al

on Home Economics Education" jor the past two decaes included

. 5
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presencp or absence of guiding hypotheses.
. In much of qualitative

research, one poses research questions. Favored consideration in

this research review was given to.those studies i4(f4lving es.ting

Of theOretically-derived hypotheses, and ones which utilized ex-
.

perimental or- quasi-experimental desgins. This necessarily

excludes hypothesis=generating research.

One set of sociological researchers, Campbel and Converse,

conducted a ,national probability survey on the quality of American

life. They asserted that it is necessary to go directly to the

individual himself for his description of how his life'feels to

him. they concluded that this assumption will lead researchers

into "the subjective world of perceptions, expectations, feelings,

and values."

I believe that limitations of methodology have hindered us

from Studying this subjective world. As Smith says, "It is no

criticism of methodology to say that it is ambiguous and vague.

if the reality to which it is applied is also ambiguous and ague
if the reality to which it is applied is also ambiguous and gue."

Excessive effort can be diverted from substantiveto
methodological problems, so that we' are forever pWectinghow to-do something without ever getting around to doingit even imperfectly. . . By pressing methodological normstoo far, we may inhibit bold and imaginative adventures ofides.

Ross Mooney, a source of inspiration to me,. has recently

Published a volUme entitled "Research Papers: The Phenomenon of
Mind." He says that while mathematics provides a m gnificent

order, it is not the system used by nature to give irth, to grow,

to love, live, or die. tie questions whether the mathematical order

iernecessarily the fitting order for educational research.
t,
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Mooney also writes of the significance of connecting research

with self. Referring to emphasis bn specified techniques' of

) treating data and standardized ways-of reporting. Mooney, an'

iconoclast, even suggests that such research becomes a casket

into which graduate students sink their life without every dis-

covering their mind, self, or life. A technological approach can

be subtle, seductive, and deadly:-

The methods of empirical-analytic science are well-formu ated

by such personages as Campbell and Stanley, Fischer's ANOVA, etc.
Y

Since hermeneutict and phenomenology are on the leading edge of

what Kuhn would term a "paradigm shift", these methods of inquiry

are less well defined.

The term "hermeneutics" was coined in-the early seventeenth

centuryto refer to the interpretation of texts. The object of

hermeneutic inquiry is cultural meaning or understanding'in terms

of the meanings people give. Its key concepts are meaning, lan-

guage, and history: Hermeneutic -inquiry culminates in Verstehen,

understanding, of the most deep-lying meanings. Husserl uses the

term "disclosure of human life worlds." The re- searcher is con-

cerned with subjective meaning. Bogdan and Taylor state:

rihen we reduce peoplA to statiAical aggregates, we lose
sight of the subjective"nature of hIllman, behvior. . .

. ualitative methods enable us to explore coficepts whose
essence is lost in other research approaches.

The premise for the qualitative analysis in this study lies

in the assumption that there.are some qualities which cannot be
)

reduced to quantitative terms without denying their reality. It

further assumes that subjective experience is knowable. The
4

Thomas dictum applies: "If men define situations as real, they /

7
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are'real in their consequences." One woman in my study described

her experience as a child being abused with straps. She said, "I

never'deserv4ed that." Yet her father defined the situation as

punishable and the consequences were very real. Reality, then, is

socially. constructed.

The sociology of knowledge must concern itself with
whatever 'passes for knowledge in a society, regardless of
the ultimate validity or invalidity (by whatever criteria)
Of such knowledge.

The major aim of my study was to explore the meaning and

significance and problems and concerns in home and family life.

Since these comprehensive questions are in the exploratory stages

of research, I selected less structured methods. Questionnaires

and interview instruments' were open-ended. when iou give a check-

list or questionnaire with categories pre-selected, you increase

the risk that what ybu expect to be reported iS. In essence, as

a researcher, you may force your structure on the respondents.
/0

The object of the intensive iiterivew is to elicit rich,

detailed description of the phenomenon being investigated rather

than to compute the frequency of predetermined kinds of things.

Difficult to quantify variables are probably less distorted yy

unstructured interviewing than by an abortive effort to operatipn-

alize them for quantification by a survey.

There is no magic in numbers; improperly used they
confu rather than clarify: (McCall and Simmoils)

RecaILiooney's observation that the mathematical order is not

necessarily the fitting order.

To depart from academic writings for a moment, I'd like to

share this passage from The Little Prince.

rt.
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Grownups love figures. when you tell them thatyou
have made a new friend,, they never ask you any questions
about essential matters. They never say to you, "What
does his voice sound like? What games does he love beSt?
Does he collect butterflies?" Instead, they demand?"H;w
old is he? how many brothers has he? How much does he
weigh? How muchponey does his father make?" Only from
these figUres do they think they have learned anything .

about him. .

I analyzed 80 questionnaires from senior high schoolfstudents

and 80 audio tapes of adult interviews, using .the constant com-

parative process., It is basic to this procedure that the con-

ceptual categories emerge from the data. One cannot simply code

the data first, and then analyze. Rather the researcher constantly
,

redesigns and reintegrates theoretical notions as the data are

reviewed.

The issue of credibility of data in qualitative analysis is

a major concern to researchers, methodological rigor mustrbe

weighed against questions of significance. I found this qUote

particularly to the'point:

We must use all available weapons of attack, face our'
problems realistically and not retreat to the land of
fashionable sterility, learn to sweat over our data with

aan admixture of judgment and intuitive rumination, and
accept the usefulness of particular data even when the
level of analysis available for them is markedly below
that available for other data in the ethpirical area.
(Binder cited in Webb) 44

#
The process of clarifying and probing in interviews may con-

tribute -Co more reliable results.than rigid ingices throUgh the

.Provisioh of internal checks and responsiveness,to the data.
,,

(4uantiative researcheA characteri9aIly,Wonatwate- ,
the NSidityof their findings through statistical tables
and measures, and they therefore are_likely to feel com-
fortable when defending their observatiOne. Yet, if one
were to ask them to defend the validity 'Sf"the.;categories,

.
one by one, upon which the table's and measures rest, they
would be in essentially the same boat with the field
re earcher. (Schatzman and Strauss)

rP
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My conclusion in comparing )he quantitative and qualitative

portioriNkf'my study was that the latter wasJabol. intensive, but'

yielded by far the mod110%ignificant data. It required hoursland

hours to maintain the rigor of being certain that each-statement

was derived from the data.

In the remaining time, I will share some of the results of

my study. *There were nine questions to which senior high school

students responded by questionnaire and adults through interviews.

The first two *questions-generated imagery experiences. The first

question, fore jaample read:

Describe words, associations, or pictures that come toyour mind for the word "home." Can you picture a room?Why do you think you selected that room? ,What are youdoing? What meaning does it have?

Certain themes emergedfrom this imagery question. Several res-
pondents drew a contrast betweeri the concept of house, a physical
structure, and home. -home was described in terms of its psycholo-
gical dimensions-the love arid relationships contained within, as
a refuge from the world, a pace of securty. In response to the .

question, 'iteihat are you doing in the room ?" can you predict the
'answer? "Watching television." what do you suppose happened when
they were pressed for a meaning. to this activity? They could give
none. One of the adults said.she watches i because
"there's nothing better to da." Many reflected that television
had reduced time spent together as a family communicating.

Some saw' their families together at the dinner table. Mealtime
was important, not as a source of sustenance, but for the sharing

%

of the events of.tA day.

Sometimes images of home expressed disharmony,:as lin this .

student's response:

10



I n see my mom and stepdad. , In the family room sits
my ste ad watching tv.- Mom ii'in-the4kitchen cooking'

. d nner, yery.noisily, because she is getting no help from
Itiey stepdad. She just got home froM work. My stepdad has
been sitting in the same place for give weeks. My mom ,is.
dpressed. A. '`

There is so much descriptive power in the quotations. How much
1

more Understanding this provides us. than if the student were

asked to rate his home on*a scale of 1 to 5, harmonious to dis-

harmonious.

1the second question was similar to the first. Respondents

were asked to picture a family. Students expressed 'some very

profound definitions of families. t

ciroup Of people who. are able to share their thoughts and
ideas and events of their day,- who try to understand eachother and who love each other.

A family can consist of two or more,.Rabple sharing a home,loving, and considering everyone's 'feelings.

Some mental images of families were 'not as pleasant. "I

picture my dad as referee, my mother and brother yelling, and
everyone for themselves." 'Some students elected pictures of
families other than their own. Une student, pictured a father,
mother, and children walking through the park on a sunny spring
day, hand in handy saying: "I never had the chanoe to do things
.likethat with my family when I was little becauseof the divorce.
I was forced to grow up at a very early age"

Physical abuse or violence characterized
some family pictures.

Dad comes home from the bar, starts yelling and hittingme and M6m. My brother is crying because hers so 'scared.It happens a lot.

Others described something missing in their family.

when I think olfamily,
I think of my mother standingwithmy sister and our dog and two cats. But I'm,notin the picture. i don't feel like a 1)art of my family.

'
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Many respohdents pictured their families at, holiday times or at

family reunions. Family traditio4s carried a lot of meaning.
. k.

Ihe,question that evolved the richest data asked respondents

to recall significant experiences in their home and family life.

They were asked why it was important and what made it meaningful.

Security &r dependability,vlescribed as someone there ()/' your,

was a major theme in 'response to this question. ihis was often

represented as pyrents attending school plays and musicals and

mother being home after school. One adult recalled the.semll of '

cookies baking when he came home. Another said, "when I brought

my first instrument home from school, a saxophone, my mother was

there.. Thatwas,important to me. For others, is was not so.

There is a qmalitytraissirig in our relationship. Whenchildren do something wrong, they are just crying.for'
help. Parents don't answer thqse cries.

0A portrait of her life was painted by this student as she

listed first the significant experience and then its meaning for
her.

My grandmother - She was great to me. We were close. I
went everywhere with her.

My real'father I always wanted to meet him.
My horses, cats, guinea pigs - Someone I could talk to.
Driyer'S l'cense - not me away from home,
My boyfriend - S§owed me love.

I cannot imggine'any other method of inquiry which would elicit
4

this depth of understanding. This portrays a holistic picture.of

her life world--one of synthesis. A fragmented approach to studying

this person would certainly hot yield these kind of data.

Recollections of family activities included those that might

be classified as "the-little things 'in life." "Buying a pint of

ice'cream at the end of a hot summer day. I learned to appreciate

little things and to under and that'money doesn't buy12
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. Family crises generated a number of gni cant,, experiences

death, illness, and, divorce.

Last year my dad died. A fapily is very important 4nd,
sometimes it takes bad experiences that happen-to bake
someone realize how important the family really,JA, how '

much they mean to. you. 1 never really was close)to my
family, but when,he died Ireally needed my family.
Sometimes it takes bad thiingta make'sOmeone wake up,

,
and I regret illatD. -

blis was a student's i.esponse to divorce.

I recall the day my mother le4t and my paren'ts divorce.
1 It was important to me because I would only have one

parent after that and I wouldn't be dike.all the other
kids anymore. They all vlived with -their mother and
father. I realized that things were ,going to be
different.

Another student shared as the most significant experience

in her life; "My parents getting.divOrced and then having -Co go

to court to,see whovil w'n me to live with them."

While divor was frequently given as a significant experience,

some perceiv-6 it as making their family happier because their

parents could not lire titether peacefully.

The fourth questioh asked why homes and families are important

`to people. Several themes emerged from the data in response to

this question. Note that they were not,preselected.categories.

/.The nurturant role was stressed, helping children know th4are

wanted, loved, and needed. Roots was another theme. "There is

something special about knowing who you are,and where you came

from." Families give a sense1of permanence and psychological ,

stability. HOme was viewed as a haven or refuge, an escape from

the outside world. Home provides love. "Everybody needs love"

was a shared perception. One student wrote\:

13
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PeOple,need lots of love. It's very important. If you
don'thave love, you feel unwanted. I know, and it's a
rearly terrible feeling.* Teenagers run away because they
feel unwanted. .

iamikres are accepting. You don't have to proveanything to

anyone., Families accept you as you are.

The fifth question asked respohdents to describe a'good or

"ideal" home and. family life. 0ne,thread. that was implicint in

many responses was the importance of valuing the family. One

man shared this thought:

I thought at one time I would never marry and that I would
be a bachelor all my life and not nave children. Then allat once you're .65, and how do yob. say Merry Christmas toa blank wall?

From a business executive came this statement:

Career needs have to be considered, but should not beyour first priority. You have to know your-first priorityis with your own family, not career. Some younger men puttheir careers first and families suffer:

Said*another:

The pressures of society and presstires of earning a liveli-hood sometimes cause some of these needs to lose their-ri,mportan9q, until finally after you haveNoursued and doneAll that you feel is necessary to cope with life today,you feel empty and ithout-meaning.

Busyness was d s a major contributor to weakening the
family. School activities. came in for as maaah criticism as
careers. One person summarized:

Godd family life can't be purChased. It has to be earnednea has to be treasured. It is never sta lc; it's alwaysmoving. 'You can't regard, it as an expens ve vase that'sgoing to be there forever. Today is the est dmportantday in my family's life.

t

In closing, there was a sense-of fervency aspeople expressed

their\belief the family as an enduring institrtion which will
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refrain as the source of fulfillment of basic human needs for love,

security, and non - conditional acceptance. .ven those in unhappy

homes still saw families as important, while expressing hope for

a better future. Families are a source of deep satisfaction.
.

They provided roots; a place to be from, and an endutng purpose

in life. This fervency and the meanings given family experiences

could not be communicated/An:closed-ended responses.

I will conclude by telling you that this study has had a

significant impac upon curriculum development in Ohio.
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